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Abstract Impacts of regional grid refinement on large-scale circulations (‘‘upscale effects’’) were detected
in a previous study that used the Model for Prediction Across Scales-Atmosphere coupled to the physics
parameterizations of the Community Atmosphere Model version 4. The strongest upscale effect was
identified in the Southern Hemisphere jet during austral winter. This study examines the detailed underlying
processes by comparing two simulations at quasi-uniform resolutions of 30 and 120 km to three variable-
resolution simulations in which the horizontal grids are regionally refined to 30 km in North America, South
America, or Asia from 120 km elsewhere. In all the variable-resolution simulations, precipitation increases in
convective areas inside the high-resolution domains, as in the reference quasi-uniform high-resolution
simulation. With grid refinement encompassing the tropical Americas, the increased condensational heating
expands the local divergent circulations (Hadley cell) meridionally such that their descending branch is
shifted poleward, which also pushes the baroclinically unstable regions, momentum flux convergence, and
the eddy-driven jet poleward. This teleconnection pathway is not found in the reference high-resolution
simulation due to a strong resolution sensitivity of cloud radiative forcing that dominates the
aforementioned teleconnection signals. The regional refinement over Asia enhances Rossby wave sources
and strengthens the upper level southerly flow, both facilitating the cross-equatorial propagation of
stationary waves. Evidence indicates that this teleconnection pathway is also found in the reference
high-resolution simulation. The result underlines the intricate diagnoses needed to understand the upscale
effects in global variable-resolution simulations, with implications for science investigations using the
computationally efficient modeling framework.

1. Introduction

General circulation models with variable-resolution (VR) grids hold promise for modeling regional climate
[Zarzycki and Jablonowski, 2014; Sakaguchi et al., 2015]. They simulate both global large-scale circulation
and finer-scale processes over regions of interest while reducing the computational cost with coarser grid
spacing across the rest of the globe. A potential advantage of the VR approach over limited area models is
its ability to achieve two-way interactions across regions simulated at different resolutions (we use the term
resolution to refer to horizontal grid resolution; also, we use this term interchangeably with grid spacing,
recognizing the difference between grid spacing and the effective resolution [Pielke, 1991; Skamarock,
2004]) in a single, consistent framework [Taylor and Fournier, 2010; Walko and Avissar, 2011; Ringler et al.,
2011; Skamarock et al., 2012; Harris and Lin, 2013; Zarzycki et al., 2014]. Test simulations with realistic lower
boundary conditions for the atmosphere have demonstrated added value by refining grid resolution [Medv-
igy et al., 2011; Harris and Lin, 2014; Zarzycki and Jablonowski, 2014; Sakaguchi et al., 2015; Zarzycki et al.,
2015]. Two-way interactions are also expected to affect model performance outside the high-resolution
region by influencing large-scale circulations, as demonstrated by previous studies using VR models and
two-way nested limited area models [e.g., Lorenz and Jacob, 2005; Chen et al., 2011].

Inatsu et al. [2012] found that more realistic convective precipitation near the Philippines in a two-way
nested limited area model led to improved circulation patterns over the western North Pacific outside the
nested region. This remote effect was realized through an internal mode of variability that involves interac-
tions between vorticity anomaly associated with latent heating and the background monsoonal circulation
[Hirota and Takahashi, 2012]. Medvigy et al. [2013] provided some insights on possible remote effects of
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Amazon deforestation on the hydroclimate of the western U.S. using the VR framework. The topography of
the Andes was resolved better by regional grid refinement and produced stronger wind shear, which rein-
forced Rossby waves excited by a thermal contrast due to large-scale deforestation and propagating to the
coarse-resolution domain. In both cases, the high-resolution effects on fine-scale features such as convec-
tion and topography first upscale locally to large-scale circulations (e.g., vorticity anomaly), which then
propagate to remote locations via Rossby waves, possibly modulated by interactions with the background
circulation. We define ‘‘upscale effects’’ as the influences of resolution due to regional refinement on large-
scale circulations, both locally and remotely. By ‘‘large scale,’’ we simply mean circulations with spatial scales
larger than the target features of grid refinement, which are typically in the mesoscale range. As we shall
see later, resolution effects appear not only inside the high-resolution region but also in the transition zone
where grid spacing gradually changes from the finest to coarsest.

Sources for the upscale effects can be any features that are sensitive to grid resolution. Ideally the sources
are the result of dynamical and physical processes that are expected to change with resolution when the
models are able to better resolve certain forcings and/or processes. However, previous studies found that
upscale effects could result from unphysical sensitivity of subgrid parameterizations to grid resolutions aris-
ing from assumptions on the statistical behavior of the processes [e.g., Arakawa et al., 2011] or structural
uncertainty of process models [e.g., O’Brien et al., 2013]. Rauscher et al. [2013] and Hagos et al. [2013] studied
the VR approach using the Model for Prediction Across Scales-Atmosphere (MPAS-A) [Skamarock et al.,
2012; Park et al., 2013] coupled with the physics parameterizations of the Community Atmosphere Model
version 4 (CAM4) [Neale et al., 2010] in aquaplanet simulations with prescribed sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) [Neale and Hoskins, 2001]. With a circular grid refinement region centered at the equator in MPAS-
CAM4, a localized precipitation maximum and associated diabatic heating anomaly appeared near the
downstream boundary of the refined region, which excited equatorial Rossby waves to perturb the upper
level circulations. Sensitivity experiments using the Held-Suarez dry test [Rauscher et al., 2013] and simula-
tions comparing the CAM4 and CAM5 physics [Zarzycki et al., 2014] attributed the unphysical resolution
dependence of the CAM4 moist physics as a source of the anomalous behavior. For grid refinement over
the midlatitudes, MPAS-CAM4 produced localized maxima of eddy kinetic energy both upstream and down-
stream of the high-resolution region [Rauscher and Ringler, 2014]. The result from Rauscher and Ringler
[2014] highlights the resolution effects on baroclinic eddies even though they are reasonably resolved at
100–200 km grid spacing.

As the next step to aquaplanet simulations in a hierarchical framework for model evaluation [Leung et al.,
2013], Sakaguchi et al. [2015] analyzed MPAS-CAM4 simulations in the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP) configuration with realistic geography and observed SST. In the refined regions, the AMIP VR
simulations reproduced the spatial signatures of the global high-resolution simulations, which are dominat-
ed by regional forcings such as topography and their influence on regional circulations and clouds and pre-
cipitation. At the same time, visible upscale effects from the refined regions were identified. A particularly
notable feature was a poleward shift of the Southern Hemisphere jet in austral winter (June-July-August).
However, confounded by the spatially nonuniform and time-varying boundary conditions in the AMIP
experiment, a direct mechanistic linkage of the upscale effects to specific processes in the regional refine-
ment could not be immediately inferred.

As a major feature in the midlatitude circulation, the Southern Hemisphere jet plays a prominent role in
shaping atmospheric processes such as blocking events and storm tracks [Trenberth, 1991]. Beneath the jet
is the Southern Ocean, where extensive air-sea exchanges of momentum, energy, and trace gases take
place under the influences of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the sea ice forming around Antarctica
[Godfrey and Rintoul, 1998]. The upper level jet provides momentum to the surface wind, which exerts a
direct forcing on the ocean current and sea ice dynamics. Sensitivity of the Southern Hemisphere jet to
remote, local-scale processes may have a serious implication for long-term simulations using a VR approach,
especially in fully coupled earth system models. This motivates more systematic analyses of VR simulations
to identify the mechanisms behind the upscale effects found in Sakaguchi et al. [2015].

The overarching goals of this study are to provide a theoretical basis for scientifically rigorous applications
of VR models that minimize upscale effects that are inconsistent with the reference high-resolution simula-
tion and to pinpoint areas for future model improvement. To this end, we analyze three VR simulations,
each targeting different regions for grid refinement. We do not attempt to explain every mechanism
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involved in the upscale effects, but rather focus on robust and illustrative examples, noting that the use of
different physics parameterizations, different grid refinement regions, and different resolutions could favor
or suppress certain mechanisms. The model experiments and diagnosis methods are summarized in section
2. In section 3, we first provide a global view of the upscale effects. The eastern Pacific is then examined in
detail to demonstrate the link between the high-resolution tropical and the coarse-resolution extratropical
regions. Two processes involved in the momentum flux that influences the jet are then diagnosed: high-
frequency Rossby waves originating from the storm track and stationary Rossby waves from the tropics. The
consistency of the upscale effects with the reference global high-resolution simulation and future work are
discussed in section 4. A summary is given in section 5.

2. Methods

2.1. Model Experiments
We analyze the AMIP simulations of MPAS-CAM4 used in Sakaguchi et al. [2015] and an additional VR simu-
lation, all performed using the prototype MPAS based on hydrostatic formulation with 26 sigma-pressure
vertical levels (Table 1) [Park et al., 2013]. Local mesh refinement of MPAS’s unstructured grid is documented
in Ringler et al. [2008] and Ju et al. [2011]. MPAS-VR simulations have been examined in the shallow-water
test cases [Ringler et al., 2011], baroclinic wave test cases [Park et al., 2013], Held-Suarez and aquaplanet sim-
ulations [Rauscher et al., 2013; Martini et al., 2015], and AMIP simulations [Sakaguchi et al., 2015]. MPAS-VR
simulations were also compared to the nested grid approach of the Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model [Skamarock et al., 2008] in the baroclinic wave test case [Park et al., 2014] and aquaplanet sim-
ulations [Hagos et al., 2013]. A general finding is that MPAS-VR is able to reproduce the dynamics of the
global high-resolution simulation inside the refined grid domain without distorting wave propagation (bar-
oclinic, equatorial, and gravity waves), but when the model is coupled to a full suite of physics parameter-
izations, the effects of resolution sensitivity of the moist processes are notable both inside and outside of
the refined region.

Five AMIP simulations were run for 11 years from 1999 to 2009, with the last 10 years used in our analysis.
These simulations are part of a hierarchical framework to evaluate the sensitivity of the hydrological cycle
and extreme events to grid resolutions and dynamical cores [Leung et al., 2013]. As in Sakaguchi et al.
[2015], the AMIP case is chosen as the next level of complexity following the aquaplanet case and as a pro-
visional step for our future work using coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations, which are under develop-
ment. This study uses two AMIP simulations with quasi-uniform resolution grids at grid spacings of 120 km
(UR120) and 30 km (UR30) and three VR simulations targeting different regions for grid refinement from
120 to 30 km resolution. In the first VR simulation (VRSA), the grid refinement is centered at (108S, 608W)
and covers most of South America (Figure 1a) in a circular region with a radius of about 258 (Figure 1d). In
the second VR simulation (VRNA), the high-resolution region covers a large part of North and Central Ameri-
cas with its center at (308N, 908W). The quasi-uniform resolution and the above two VR simulations are the
same as those analyzed in Sakaguchi et al. [2015]. An additional VR simulation (VRAsia) with grid refinement
centering at (308N, 908E) over the Asian monsoon region is included in this study (Figure 1c). The simula-
tions use a standard set of input parameters at all resolutions to eliminate effects of model tuning on
resolution-dependent behavior of the models [Leung et al., 2013]. Over land, the atmosphere model is cou-
pled interactively to a land surface model (CLM4) [Lawrence et al., 2011] while over the oceans, prescribed
SST and sea ice covers are used [Hurrell et al., 2008]. For more details of the experiments and models, read-
ers are referred to Sakaguchi et al. [2015].

Table 1. Descriptions of the MPAS-CAM4 Simulations

Experiment Abbreviation
Grid

Spacing (km)
Number of

Cells Per Level
Center of

Grid Refinement

Quasi-uniform low resolution UR120 120 40,962
Quasi-uniform high resolution UR30 30 655,362
Variable resolution, refinement over S. America VR-SA 120–30 102,402 108S, 608W
Variable resolution, refinement over N. America VR-NA 308N, 908W
Variable resolution, refinement over Asia VR-Asia 308N, 908E
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2.2. Dynamical Diagnosis
Two diagnostic methods of eddy momentum flux associated with Rossby wave are used. Rossby wave prop-
agation along the jet can affect the local atmospheric stability and momentum flux, and eventual wave
breaking will result in the dissipation of momentum [e.g., Farrell and Watterson, 1985]. Before applying these
methods, we separate the wind field into three time scales by bandpass filtering the 6-hourly model out-
puts to facilitate understanding of different processes involved in the momentum flux. The three time scales
are high frequency or transient (2.5–6 days), low frequency (10–40 days), and stationary (longer than 40
days), similar to those in Simpson et al. [2014]. The contribution from the low-frequency component is found
to be the smallest and will not be discussed.

The source and flow of the zonal momentum flux associated with Rossby waves are diagnosed as the flux
of pseudomomentum, which is a quadratic function of wave amplitude. This quantity with a conservative
property in a zonally uniform basic state is generally called wave activity [see e.g., Vallis, 2006; B€uhler, 2009],
so we use the terms pseudomomentum and wave activity interchangeably. The divergence of wave activity
flux corresponds to a wave source where momentum flux converges to increase the mean (basic state) zon-
al wind speed. Convergence of the wave activity flux takes place where waves break and the mean wind
decelerates. We use the flux calculation derived by Takaya and Nakamura [2001, equation C5] (for the pres-
sure coordinates), in which pseudomomentum is defined by a linear combination of wave kinetic energy
and enstrophy. Their wave activity flux, or W vector in their notation, is based on a quasi-geostrophic
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Figure 1. Configuration of variable-resolution grids: (a) center of the high-resolution region as placed over South America in VRSA, (b) North America (VRNA), and (c) Asia (VRAsia). Figure
1d shows how the grid cell size changes from the center of the refinement to the low-resolution domain. The solid vertical line (268) corresponds to the inner circle in Figures 1a–1c, and
the dashed line (568) corresponds to the outer circle. (e) Topography in the VRAsia over the high-resolution, transition, and coarse-resolution regions.
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potential vorticity equation that is linearized about a steady, nonuniform basic state wind. The W vector
depicts the flux of wave activity along the group velocity of small-amplitude Rossby waves and is widely
used to diagnose atmospheric teleconnections [e.g., Wang et al., 2014]. For the high-frequency component,
our basic state is the climatological JJA stream function, and the deviations from it in each 6-hourly model
output are used to calculate the W vector. In the case of the stationary flow, the basic state is the climato-
logical JJA stream function of UR120, and the deviations from it in the other simulations are used to obtain
the W vector.

To assess the possibility of cross-equatorial propagation of stationary Rossby waves, we use Rossby wave
ray tracing that is also based on a steady, nonuniform basic state wind [Li et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015]. The
ray tracing is derived from the barotropic, nondivergent vorticity equation without quasi-geostrophic
assumptions, and can be considered as an extension to the work by Schneider and Watterson [1984] and
Watterson and Schneider [1987], who added a zonal-mean (hence zonally uniform) meridional flow into the
basic state, in contrast to a more traditional Rossby wave theory linearized about a basic state with zero
meridional wind [e.g., Hoskins and Karoly, 1981]. In the approach taken by Li et al. [2015] and Zhao et al.
[2015], both zonal and meridional basic flows are nonuniform in both latitude and longitude, making it
appealing for diagnosing upscale effects because our grid refinement is local in the meridional and zonal
directions. Their ray tracing starts with specifying a zonal wave number at the initial time, and the disper-
sion relationship is used to obtain the ‘‘local’’ meridional wave number and group velocity. The group veloc-
ity is then used to integrate the changes in the wave numbers in a Lagrangian manner. At each 1 h time
step the group velocity is updated by the new wave numbers and the basic state in the new location. The
same procedure is iterated for 30 days or until the total wave number (K5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k21l2
p

where k and l are the
zonal and meridional wave numbers, respectively) becomes greater than 40, representing wave breaking.
Because the dispersion relationship involves spatially varying basic state variables, the wave numbers also
change along the way. The basic state winds are spatially smoothed by retaining wave numbers of up to 11
after triangular truncation to focus on large-scale features that are most robustly captured by ray tracing.
Readers are referred to Li et al. [2015] for more details.

3. Results

3.1. Global View of the Upscale Effects
The remote influence of grid refinement is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the JJA climatology of the
200 hPa level zonal wind from ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011]. Focusing on the Southern Hemisphere, the jet
shows broad meridional structure representing both the thermally driven subtropical jet and the more pole-
ward eddy-driven jet [Bals-Elsholz et al., 2001; Nakamura and Shimpo, 2004]. The split between the two is
most clearly visible over Australia and the western Pacific. These features are reasonably reproduced in
UR120, but biases such as the jet meandering too much equatorward over South America and too strong
near Africa are also noted (Figure 2b). Reasonable agreement between the climatology of our MPAS-A simu-
lations and ERA-Interim has already been shown by Sakaguchi et al. [2015] for a wide range of variables,
even with no specific parameter tuning at each resolution. This model fidelity gives us confidence to diag-
nose the upscale effects based on theories and observations of large-scale circulations, particularly those in
the Southern Hemisphere.

The general responses of the jet to increasing resolution are weakening and poleward shift as found in the
aquaplanet experiments from the same model [Rauscher et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2015] and in other general cir-
culation models although the jet intensity can be both stronger or weaker depending on models [Pope and
Stratton, 2002; Wan et al., 2008; Arakelian and Codron, 2012] (also see Lu et al. [2015] for the related review
and discussion). UR30 in the AMIP case shows somewhat different response in the Southern Hemisphere
winter jet (Figure 2c). The jet is weaker in UR30 than in UR120 over the entire midlatitudes, and a stronger
westerly is seen only over a portion of Antarctica. We will discuss this unexpected behavior of UR30 in sec-
tion 3.3. The VR simulations exhibit features that are more in line with previous studies, namely the pole-
ward shifts of the jet compared to UR120, particularly over the South American sector (Figures 2d–2f). In
VRSA, the westerly wind is shifted not only inside the high-resolution and transition regions but upstream
over the Pacific Ocean. A similar pattern is found in VRNA, but the magnitude and longitudinal extent are
smaller than in VRSA (Figure 2e). The spatial pattern of the upscale effects is similar in VRAsia over South
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America, despite the grid refinement being quite far from there (Figure 2f). Many of the p values obtained
in the local hypothesis testing at grid points (the null hypothesis of no difference between the VRs and
UR120) are strong enough to pass the global (field) significance at a 5 0.05 level, according to the False Dis-
covery Rate criterion [Ventura et al., 2004; Wilks, 2006]. This is also the case for other variables presented
below. The local (grid point level) hypothesis testing takes into account the influence of lag-one autocorre-
lation on the sample variance [Zwiers and von Storch, 1995].

The JJA mean precipitation in UR120 is shown in Figure 3 along with the climatology from GPCP [Huffman
et al., 2009]. Characteristics of the JJA precipitation are reasonably captured by UR120 although there exists
some regional discrepancies that are common among global models [Flato et al., 2013], such as the double-
ITCZ over the western Pacific and underestimation of the ITCZ maxima over the eastern Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans. The difference plot between UR30 and UR120 depicts the sensitivity of the simulated precipitation
to resolution (Figure 3c). Precipitation increases with increasing resolution over the local maxima in the
monsoon regions and the ITCZ, typically by 15–20% (about half or less of the bias relative to GPCP), with
compensating decreases nearby, such as the Indian Ocean and central equatorial Pacific. This resolution
dependency is similar to those documented in Bacmeister et al. [2014] using the default finite-volume
dynamical core with the CAM4 and CAM5 physics. All the VR simulations display similar tendency as UR30,
not only inside the high-resolution regions but also in the transition regions, demonstrating the large

(m s-1)
(a) ERA-Interim

(c) UR30 − UR120

(e) VRNA − UR120

(m s-1)

(d) VRSA − UR120

 (b) UR120

(f) VRAsia − UR120

Figure 2. JJA mean zonal wind (m s21) at the 200 hPa level in (a) ERA-Interim and (b) UR120, and the difference between UR120 and (c) UR30, (d) VRSA, (e) VRNA, and (f) VRAsia. The
crosshatch in this and other figures indicates the grid cells with statistically significant difference at the 5% level based on two-sided Student’s t tests.
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sensitivity of moist processes to resolution (Figures 3d–3f). As a result, the VR simulations have different dis-
tributions of diabatic heating from that in UR120. Precipitation changes are also noticeable outside the
high-resolution regions due to global conservation of energy and moisture, but most of the changes are
not statistically significant at the 5% level.

The consequential difference in latent heat release is reflected on the upper level divergent circulation. In
JJA, the global monsoon circulations (particularly that of the Asian monsoon) dominate the overall pattern
(Figures 4a and 4b) [Hoskins and Wang, 2006; Trenberth et al., 2006]. UR30 intensifies the divergent circula-
tion everywhere compared to UR120 (Figure 4c). The VR simulations reproduce some of the enhanced
divergence as in UR30, but the spatial extent and magnitude are smaller (note the different color and veloc-
ity scales in Figure 4c and in Figures 4d–4f). In VRSA, stronger divergence (negative velocity potential) rela-
tive to UR120 is created over the eastern Pacific ITCZ and the central Andes where precipitation is greater in
VRSA as well. This increased divergence induces compensating convergence locally to its east over the
southwestern Atlantic and to its west over the South Pacific. Looking at the difference between VRNA and
UR120, we find a similar pattern as in the case of VRSA but with somewhat weaker amplitude (Figure 4e).
The muted response in VRNA is expected since VRNA does not increase precipitation relative to UR120 by
as much as VRSA over the eastern Pacific ITCZ and the central Andes (Figure 3e). VRAsia enhances the
divergence-convergence dipole in the entire Eastern Hemisphere such that the easterly as well as the cross-
equatorial wind components become stronger near 908E (Figure 4f). A divergent anomaly is also noticeable

(mm day-1)(a) GPCP

(c) UR30 − UR120

(e) VRNA − UR120

(d) VRSA − UR120

 (b) UR120

(f) VRAsia − UR120

(mm day-1)

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for precipitation (mm d21) with (a) from GPCP.
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over the southwestern Atlantic, which creates a wave-like pattern with the convergence anomaly to the
east of South America. Later we will show that this location is actually a preferred path for Rossby waves
traveling from the midlatitudes in VRAsia. In fact, all VR simulations show preferred convergence anomalies
over the western tropical Pacific, the central-eastern South Pacific, and the southwestern Atlantic, which are
all statistically significant (not shown, but most of them are clearly visible in velocity potential shown in Fig-
ure 4). The anomalies in the latter two locations coincide with the slower westerly jet in VRs relative to
UR120, hence suggestive of some link between the resolution-sensitivity in the tropical precipitation and
the midlatitude dynamics, which we focus on in the next section.

3.2. ITCZ Diabatic Heating and Subtropical Subsidence
Here we use the eastern Pacific in VRSA and UR120 as an illustrative example for a link between the diver-
gent circulation from the tropics and the momentum balance in the subtropics/midlatitudes as a pathway
for the upscale effects. The reason we choose this region is that the anomalous circulation (difference
between the VRs and UR120) has a smaller zonal component, which simplifies the analysis. Generally similar
results are also obtained in the VRNA versus UR120 comparison, but the signal is not as robust. Hence, for
the following analyses, the VRNA results are only provided in the supporting information.

Taking a seasonal (JJA) and zonal average over the eastern Pacific (808W–1308W) in UR120, two cells of
meridional circulation are apparent in the lower latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 5a). The

(a) ERA-Interim

(c) UR30 − UR120

(e) VRNA − UR120

(d) VRSA − UR120

 (b) UR120

(f) VRAsia − UR120

(×10-6 m2 s-1)

6 m s-1

3 m s-1 1 m s-1

1 m s-1 1 m s-1

(×10-6 m2 s-1)

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for velocity potential (color, m2 s21) and divergent component of the wind (arrows, m s21). In Figure 4c, the color scale and arrow scale are different from
Figures 4d to 4f, and the crosshatch is not shown for visual clarity because all the colored contours are statistically significant at the 5% level.
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ascending branch of the equatorial cell, which we call the local Hadley cell, is collocated with the condensa-
tional heating maximum in the ITCZ near 108N. Another ascending motion is found near 358S together with
the heating maximum from the storm track and possibly from the easternmost part of the South Pacific
Convergence Zone [Vincent, 1994]. The jet core appears near 358S at the 200 hPa level (Figure 5b). This cli-
matological state reflects the most baroclinically unstable region right beneath the jet core, indicated by
the color shading of the Eady growth rate

rBI50:31
f
N
@u
@z

(1)

where f is the Coriolis parameter and N is the Brunt-v€ais€al€a frequency [Lindzen and Farrell, 1980; Hoskins and
Valdes, 1990]. The latitudinal position of this maximum baroclinicity is consistent with observation [Karoly
et al., 1998], and a strong meridional temperature gradient exists at the same latitudes as the thermal wind
balance implies (as indicated from the prescribed SST, Figure 6). In VRSA, the condensational heating in
the ITCZ and the Peruvian Andes is intensified compared to UR120, and at the same time, the local Hadley
cell is expanded to the south as shown by the difference in the meridional stream function (Figure 5c).
This expansion clearly plays a role in the dynamics of the westerly jet because the cell’s stronger and
shifted descending branch is collocated with the weakened convective activities (Figure 5c) and reduced
rBI (Figure 5d).

The stronger northerly wind at the upper level should accelerate the westerly jet through the Coriolis tor-
que, according to the following zonal momentum equation [e.g., Simpson et al., 2014]
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where a is Earth’s radius, / is latitude, k is longitude, U is geopotential, and Fu collectively represents the
subgrid-scale forcings such as friction and momentum transfer by deep convection [Richter and Rasch,
2008]. In the second line, the Coriolis force and the height gradient terms are combined as the ageostrophic
Coriolis torque. The sum of all the forcings should, on average, be nearly zero for the seasonal climatology,
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Figure 5. Seasonal (JJA) and zonal (808W to 1308W covering the eastern Pacific) mean cross sections of variables showing the tropics-extratropics teleconnections: (a) condensational
heating (color, K d21) and meridional stream function (line contour, kg s21 multiplied by 10211) from UR120; (b) Eady growth rate (color, day21) and zonal wind (line contour, m s21)
from UR120. (c and d) The differences between VRSA and UR120 in the same variables as Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. The dashed line contours represent negative values. The hori-
zontal lines above Figures 5c and 5d indicate the latitudinal range of the grid refinement: the solid line is for the high-resolution latitudes, dashed lines are for the transition region, and
the circle is for the center of the high-resolution region.
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and it is indeed the case for our MPAS
simulations except for the boundary
layer and near the equator, since Fu is
not included in our diagnosis (not
shown). Figure 7 shows the difference
averaged over the eastern Pacific
(808W–1308W) between UR120 and
VRSA in the Coriolis torque, uv flux
divergence, uu flux divergence, and
the sum of the three flux divergence
terms (uv, uu, and ux). The ux term is

much smaller than the others and hence not shown. As expected, the Coriolis torque is greater in VRSA at
the core latitude of the subtropical jet (Figure 7a). The contributions from the uv and uu flux terms are
opposite to each other over most of the region (Figures 7b and 7c), but the magnitude of the negative uu
divergence is stronger than the opposing uv divergence term near the subtropical jet core, leading to the
net negative contribution to the zonal momentum budget. The strong forcing from the longitudinal diver-
gence of the uu flux also implies the upstream or downstream influence on the regional momentum bud-
get. Overall, the poleward-shifting pattern in the total momentum flux divergence over the latitudes
between 208S and 408S (Figure 7d) and the similar shift in the maximum baroclinicity conform to the inti-
mate relationship between baroclinic waves and momentum transfer [Trenberth, 1986; Held and Hoskins,
1985]. That is, baroclinic disturbances excite Rossby waves, and their propagation and subsequent dissipa-
tion constitute a momentum transfer to the source region.

We note that this budget analysis on quasi-equilibrium states may not be used to isolate the cause and
response. However, a priori knowledge of the resolution sensitivity of convective rain [Rauscher et al., 2013;
Sakaguchi et al., 2015] suggests that the diabatic heating change in the ITCZ and over South America is like-
ly the dominant cause for the differences shown in this section. In the budget analysis, the change in the
Coriolis torque can be explained by those in the local Hadley cell. Now we turn our attention to the sources
of the other major forcing, the eddy momentum flux.

3.3. Baroclinic Waves From the Storm Track
We first present the result regarding the momentum flux associated with the transient flow. The spatial pat-
tern of rBI at 400 hPa in UR120 is shown in Figure 8a. The regions of high rBI are mostly aligned with the
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Figure 7. Difference in the four terms in the zonal momentum equation (m s22) between VRSA and UR120 after seasonal (JJA) and zonal averaging over the Eastern Pacific (808W–
1308W): (a) ageostrophic Coriolis torque, (b) uv flux divergence, (c) uu flux divergence, and (d) the sum of uv, uu, and ux flux divergence terms. The sign of each term in equation (2) is
included, so positive values correspond to acceleration.
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Figure 6. Spatial pattern of the JJA-mean SST forcing used in our simulations.
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strong SST gradient (Figure 6) and also with the westerly jet, including the two-branch structure over the
South Pacific. The difference plot between VRSA and UR120 (Figure 8c) shows the poleward shift of the bar-
oclinically unstable region over the eastern Pacific and also over the South Atlantic where we see a statisti-
cally significant anomaly of the upper level divergent flow (Figure 4d). An almost identical poleward shift
over the South Atlantic is seen in the VRAsia versus UR120 comparison. This shift again can be linked to the
upper level divergent circulation changes induced by the altered precipitation in the Asian Monsoon, but as
will be shown, enhanced stationary Rossby wave propagation over this region in VRAsia can also alter atmo-
spheric stability [e.g., van der Wiel et al., 2015]. On the other hand, rBI in UR30 is weakened over most of the
Southern Hemisphere poleward of �308S (Figure 8g).

The convergence of eddy momentum flux exhibits a spatial distribution similar to that of rBI (Figure 8, right
column), but its maximum is slightly poleward and aligns with the eddy-driven part of the jet and the
Southern Hemisphere storm track [Trenberth, 1991; Nakamura and Shimpo, 2004]. The wave activity flux is

(a) UR120

(d)

(h)

 (c) VRSA −UR120 

(day-1)
100 m2 s-2 (×104 m s-2)

30 m2 s-2

 (b)

 (g) UR30 −UR120 30 m2 s-2

(f) (e) VRAsia −UR120 30 m2 s-2

Figure 8. (left column) JJA mean Eady growth rate at the 400 hPa level, (right column) convergence of eddy zonal momentum flux (color) and W-vector (arrows) calculated from the
band-pass filtered (2.5–6 days) wind at the 250 hPa level. (a and b) The results from UR120, (c and d) the differences between VRSA and UR120 (VRSA 2 UR120), and (e and f) for (VRA-
sia 2 UR120), (g and h) for (UR30 2 UR120). The convergence of momentum flux (acceleration) is shown as positive values. Green contours in Figures 8d, 8f, and 8h depict the grid points
(in the Southern Hemisphere only) with local significance at a 5 0.05 level in the difference of momentum flux convergence between each simulation and UR120.
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diagnosed using the W vector (section 2). The source of the wave activity is the storm track, and its sink is
located on the equator side of the jet. The momentum flux traces the W vector backward, so the momentum
source is in the subtropics and the sink is located over the storm track. The W vector difference between
VRSA and UR120 indicates that the source/sink of wave activity flux is shifted poleward just like rBI (Figure
8d). The broad area of the momentum flux convergence inside the high-resolution and transition zone is con-
sistent with the stronger westerly jet in Figure 2d. Equatorward, stronger divergence of the momentum flux
(convergence of wave activity flux) is found, indicating a deceleration of the zonal flow, which also agrees
with the pattern shown in the zonal jet response. This diagnosis provides strong evidence linking the upscale
effect on the jet with the resolution-sensitivity of model precipitation in the tropical convective regions.
Together with the result in the previous section, our analysis demonstrates the relationship among tropical
diabatic heating, divergent circulations, and poleward shift of the baroclinically unstable region.

In concert with the rBI pattern, VRAsia shows a similar latitudinal shift in the high-frequency momentum
flux convergence over the southern Atlantic and a hint of stronger wave activity flux originating from east
of Australia (Figure 8f). Overall VRAsia’s response in transient flow is weaker compared to that in VRSA.
UR30 shows a weakening of the wave activity flux over all the longitudes (Figure 8h). This is because the
background meridional temperature gradient is much weaker in UR30 than in UR120 (Figure 9a). The tem-
perature difference reaches more than 4 K in some part of the southern high latitudes, and this warming
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Figure 9. JJA-mean and zonal-mean profiles of thermodynamic variables illustrating the resolution sensitivity of cloud radiative forcing:
(a) temperature (color, K) and geopotential height (line contour, m), (b) net radiative heating (color, K d21) and cloud fraction (line con-
tour), and (c) net shortwave radiative heating (color, K d21) and cloud fraction (line contour). All plots represent the difference between
UR30 and UR120 (UR30 minus UR120).
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pattern is well correlated with the differences in cloud fraction and radiative heating between the two simu-
lations (Figure 9b). The dominant response in the radiative heating comes from longwave, because short-
wave radiation is minimal in the winter high latitudes, and so is its difference (Figure 9c). The longwave
heating maximum appears at the bottom of the cloud fraction increase in UR30 around 350 hPa and 658S,
and the warming maximum in Figure 9a is located above this heating maximum. Although our limited anal-
ysis does not explain the precise mechanism of what determines the height levels of the heating and warm-
ing maxima, the result suggests that cloud microphysics and macrophysics are the key model components
behind the muted baroclinicity in UR30. It is also likely that the geographically unique aspects of Antarctica
are playing a role because the cloud fraction and radiative heating in the Northern Hemisphere high lati-
tudes are not as sensitive to resolution as in the Southern Hemisphere during the winter (not shown). The
increase of the cloud cover with resolution is at odds with our general understanding of the CAM4 cloud
physics, which simulated cloud cover that generally decreases with increasing resolution [Williamson, 2008;
Rauscher et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2013; Zarzycki et al., 2014], and we are not aware of studies investigating
the resolution sensitivity of the CAM4 cloud scheme over Antarctica. Changing parameters or including
minor modifications in the cloud physics (e.g., as performed by Bacmeister et al. [2014]) may alleviate this
issue, but it is beyond the scope of this work.

3.4. Stationary Waves
Strong heating from convection in the tropics can excite quasi-stationary barotropic Rossby waves that trav-
el to the extratropics [Trenberth et al., 1998; Held et al., 2002]. For the case of the Southern Hemisphere, Kar-
oly et al. [1989], Mo and Higgins [1998], and Inatsu and Hoskins [2004] presented examples of Rossby waves
emanating from the tropics to the midlatitude and high latitude. Using simplified models, Liu and Wang
[2013] and Lee et al. [2013] both demonstrated that barotropic stationary Rossby waves can travel from the
Asian Monsoon region through the equator to affect the Southern Hemisphere circulations. Although VRSA
shows an interaction between storm track and stationary waves over the eastern Pacific, here we mainly
consider the possibility of waves generated or reinforced over the tropics in our VR simulations as a result
of the resolution-sensitive precipitation. VRAsia clearly illustrates such a scenario.

We show in Figure 10a, the convergence of zonal momentum flux in the stationary flow at 250 hPa from
UR120. An extensive convergence region appears over the subtropical South Pacific, where the tight vortici-
ty gradient across the jet creates a narrow strip of Rossby wave source [Ding et al., 2012]. Another

(a) UR120

 (c) VRSA − UR120 

12 m2 s-2 (×104 m s-2)

6 m2 s-2

 (b) UR30 − UR120 (×104 m s-2)

 (d) VRAsia − UR120 10 m2 s-2

Figure 10. Convergence of eddy zonal momentum flux in the stationary component: (a) UR120, (b) UR30 minus UR120, (c) VRSA minus UR120, and (d) VRAsia minus UR120. Also shown
in Figures 10b–10d is the W vector calculated based on the deviation of stream function in each simulation from that of UR120 (hence not obtained for UR120). Note the reference vector
strength is different in Figures 10b–10d. The convergence of momentum flux (acceleration) is shown as positive values. Green contours in Figures 10b–10d depict the grid points (in the
Southern Hemisphere only) with local significance at a 5 0.05 level in the difference of momentum flux convergence between each simulation and UR120.
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convergence maximum occurs over northern Argentina, Uruguay, and southern Brazil (the La Plata basin),
where the local maximum of precipitation takes place. The difference between UR30 and UR120 is difficult
to interpret for its noisy pattern and seems to provide little useful information, except that the pattern over
South America resembles that appearing in the VRSA versus UR120 and VRAsia versus UR120 comparisons
as well (Figures 10b–10d). The persistence of a wave-like pattern implies a high sensitivity of the Rossby
wave train over this region, which originates from both the tropics [Ding et al., 2012] and extratropics [van
der Wiel et al., 2015]. Looking at VRSA versus UR120 over the eastern South Pacific in Figure 10c, the nega-
tive forcing around 308S, 908W and the positive forcing in its south reasonably agree with the pattern found
in the upper troposphere in Figure 7d. This correspondence is indicative of the contribution of the station-
ary waves to the momentum budget analyzed in section 3.2, hence to the upscale effect in VRSA. The
W-vector pattern is noisy from the eastern South Pacific to South America, and we suspect that other forc-
ings on stationary waves are enhanced in VRSA, such as the increased precipitation over the La Plata basin
[Sakaguchi et al., 2015] and finer topography of the Andes.

Another wave train pattern emerges in the difference between VRAsia and UR120 across the southern Indi-
an Ocean, Southern Ocean, and Antarctica (Figure 10d, from 908E to 1808E). The convergence/divergence
pattern coincides with many features in the upper level zonal wind difference shown in Figure 2f. The W
vector indicates that the wave activity emanates from inside the high-resolution and/or transition regions,
travels southward over the Indian Ocean and Africa into the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes, then prop-
agates to the east along the westerly jet. Some of the wave activity further travel equatorward east of South
America and break there, producing the enhanced wave-train pattern shared by VRSA and UR30. The wave
sources and paths are not clear near the equator, presumably because of the quasi-geostrophic assump-
tions in the formulation of the W vector [Takaya and Nakamura, 2001]. But the precipitation increase in VRA-
sia (Figure 3f) implies wave sources from India, Southeast Asia, the South China Sea, and the Philippine Sea.
Over the Indian Ocean south of the equator, we see little increase in precipitation. Thus, the apparent wave
sources are mostly from the Northern Hemisphere. Here we apply the ray theory described in section 2.
Using this theory, Li et al. [2015] demonstrated cross-equatorial wave propagations from the Northern
Hemisphere to the Southern Hemisphere in the JJA climatology of a reanalysis data, particularly within the
Australian-Asian monsoonal flow. Here the JJA mean zonal and meridional winds from each of UR120,
UR30, and VRAsia are used as the basic states after spatial smoothing (section 2). Following Li et al. [2015],
we consider the 300 hPa level to represent the equivalent barotropic wave motion.

The wave source region shown by the box in Figure 11 is considered first, which encloses most of the
region with strong precipitation response in VRAsia and UR30 (Figure 3). The wave source points are
defined every 28 in longitude and 18 in latitude for a total of 1300 points inside the rectangular region.
Wave rays are integrated from all of the source points, but only rays that meet the following two conditions
are examined. The first condition is based on the magnitude of Rossby wave source defined by Sardesh-
mukh and Hoskins [1988]

S52r � vvf
� �

(3)

where vv is the divergent component of the wind vector and f is the absolute vorticity. Equation (3) is
evaluated at each sample point based on the JJA climatology of wind and vorticity, and if S is less than 0.5
(10210 s22) for a given point, then the wave ray from that source location is not considered. The threshold
of 0.5 is rather arbitrary and represents a typical value of an interannual standard deviation of S over the
oceanic regions inside the search domain (black box). The second condition is that the ray reaches the
Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes (458S) before it ends. We also need to provide the initial zonal wave
number (k0) to initiate the ray tracing, and the zonal wave number 5 is chosen in Figure 11, roughly corre-
sponding to the zonal scale of the precipitation response (i.e., continuous positive anomaly in Figure 3f as
the half wavelength). We have calculated the ray paths with k0 from 1 to 8, and in general the cross-
equatorial propagations from the above source region, are more ubiquitous with smaller k0 and become
more sparse with k0 greater than 5.

Given the above conditions, the JJA mean state of UR120 supports little propagation of Rossby waves excit-
ed in the Northern Hemisphere to reach the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes (Figure 11a). With the same
k0 and sampling area for the wave source, VRAsia provides far greater chances for Rossby waves to reach
the Southern Hemisphere midlatitude and high latitude (Figure 11b). The evolution of the total wave
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number (line color) for the rays crossing the equator is similar to that in Li et al. [2015] based on a reanalysis
data. Many rays in VRAsia travel first westward from Asia and across the equator over Africa, and then prop-
agating eastward and finally northward near South America. The ray paths over the midlatitude and high-
latitude agree fairly well with the W vector pattern (Figure 10d), while near the tropics the latter is not able
to describe the wave activity flux (e.g., the initial westward propagation from Asia) due to its quasi-
geostrophic assumption. We also note that the ray tracing and the W vector do not completely agree on
the wave activity propagating just west of Australia (discussed below). Nonetheless both diagnoses strongly
suggest the influence of the heating change in the Asian monsoon region on the westerly jet over South
America, via stationary waves traveling across the equator and then the Eastern and Western Hemispheres.
Interestingly, UR30 also exhibits much higher potential of cross-equatorial propagations, with propagation
paths quite similar to those found in VRAsia (Figure 11c). It is not expected that the details of the ray trajec-
tories from UR30 and VRAsia would agree with each other because of the difference in the background cir-
culations in the coarse-resolution domain.

Examining UR120 and VRAsia in more detail, their difference comes partly from S (equation (3)) being stron-
ger in VRAsia. But the basic state wind field in VRAsia is also more favorable for the waves to reach the
Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes. In Figure 12a, the rays from the source locations in the VRAsia case
(those in Figure 11b) are traced in the UR120 basic state. Compared to Figure 11a, we see many more waves
traveling across the easterly regions over Africa, but most of them are refracted and then break at the equa-
tor side of the westerly jet over the Indian Ocean and Australia. Figure 12b shows the wave propagations
from the wave source in UR120 (as in Figure 11a) but in the VRAsia’s basic state. In this case, wave propaga-
tions are sparse and similar to that in UR120. Still, the sharp contrast between Figure 11b and Figure 12a
delineates the importance of the basic state flow, which is likely related back to the influence of precipita-
tion on the monsoonal circulation. The cross-equatorial wave propagation strongly depends on the norther-
ly meridional flow [Lee et al., 2013; Liu and Wang, 2013; Li et al., 2015], and the northerly flow is indeed
enhanced in VRAsia compared to UR120 (the divergent wind in Figure 4f and also in the rotational wind,
not shown).
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Figure 11. Ray paths of stationary Rossby waves propagating in the smoothed JJA mean wind field at the 300 hPa level: (a) UR120, (b) VRAsia, and (c) UR30. Color shading inside the rect-
angular box represents the wave source strength (s22) from equation (3). The colors of each ray represent the total wave number at each time step (1 h) of ray tracing. The initial zonal
wave number is 5 for all the plots. See the text for details.
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Finally, a few remarks are in order regarding the wave activity flux and momentum flux convergence over the
eastern Indian Ocean (258S–608S, 958E–1308E). Even though the overall impact of the aforementioned flux
convergence on the upper level jet may not be significant around the west of Australia according to Figure 2f,
the robustness of their signals in Figure 10 and their absence in the ray tracing (Figure 11b) warrant an expla-
nation. The absence of such rays is partly due to the spatial smoothing we applied to the basic state for ray
tracing, which tends to enhance the zonal wind rather than the meridional wind (e.g., the easterly over Indo-
nesia; supporting information Figure S4). We also note two other possibilities. First, we see more rays across
the eastern Indian Ocean when we extend the source region to the east around the dateline (not shown, but
see Li et al. [2015, Figure 11a]). Stronger wave activity over there in VRAsia is possible because the upper level
divergence anomaly spreads to the east near the dateline (Figure 4f), and there are some hints of stronger
wave activity flux in the subtropics over the northern central Pacific (�308N, 1508E–1808E, Figure 10d). Anoth-
er possibility is that the wave originates in the Indian Ocean. Sardeshmukh and Hoskins [1988] proposed that a
wave source can be created by vorticity advection by the divergent circulation due to convection, so diver-
gent sources in the Northern Hemisphere can induce wave sources in the Southern Hemisphere. Equation (3)
includes this process as well. S is much weaker over the Indian Ocean compared to the Asian monsoon region,
but values greater than 0.4 are still common. Using 0.4 for the wave source threshold and the initial zonal
wave number 3, we see some Rossby waves traveling over the eastern Indian Ocean to the midlatitudes, par-
ticularly in VRAsia (Figures 12c and 12d). In any case, the above diagnoses strongly suggest that perturbations
associated with the heating anomaly of 15–20% in the Asian Monsoon, regardless of their physical or artificial
origins, can propagate from the Northern Hemisphere across the equator to produce discernable impacts on
the large-scale circulation in the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes.

4. Discussion

Our previous study showed that in the AMIP case, MPAS-CAM4 VR reproduces the behavior of the quasi-
uniform high-resolution simulation inside the high-resolution domain [Sakaguchi et al., 2015]. We are
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Figure 12. Sensitivity of ray tracing (top) to swapping the wave sources and background flows and (bottom) to different wave source locations. In the top row: (a) the Rossby wave rays
from the wave sources identified for VRAsia (as in Figure 11b) but traced in the UR120 basic flow, (b) the rays from the wave sources identified for UR120 (as in Figure 11a) but traced in
the VRAsia basic flow. The color shading in Figures 12a and 12b indicates the difference in the wave source strength between VRAsia and UR120. In the bottom row: (c) the ray paths in
UR120 from the wave sources in the southern Indian Ocean; (d) the ray paths in VRAsia from the southern Indian Ocean. The color shading in Figures 12c and 12d represents the wave
source strength in UR120 and VRAsia (not the difference), respectively. The initial zonal wave number is 5 in Figures 12a and 12b and 3 in Figures 12c and 12d.
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interested if this is also true for the upscale effects. If the same upscale effect is found in both VR and quasi-
uniform high-resolution simulations, then we consider the upscale effect as ‘‘consistent’’ because VR repro-
duces scale interactions that occur in the reference high-resolution simulation. Conversely, an upscale effect
is inconsistent if its sources and/or pathways are unique to the VR simulation. From this point of view, the
upscale effect found by Rauscher et al. [2013] and Hagos et al. [2013] in the aquaplanet case is inconsistent
because the anomalous precipitation and heating appeared mainly on the downwind side of the refined
domain, so the prominent Rossby wave response to the heating in VR cannot be found in the reference
high-resolution simulation, which is zonally symmetric.

In AMIP simulations, based on the result in section 3.4, the stationary Rossby wave from the Asian Monsoon
region seems to be a consistent upscale effect. The increase in the number of possible cross-equatorial ray
paths and their spatial patterns are generally consistent between UR30 and VRAsia when compared to
UR120 (Figures 11b and 11c). The implication is that when a reference high-resolution simulation is able to
improve regional features relative to a coarse-resolution simulation, particularly those with regional and
global impacts as extensive as the Asian Monsoon, then MPAS-VR is not only able to reproduce the
improvement inside the high-resolution domain, but it also upscales the improved local processes to large-
scale circulations in a manner consistent with the reference high-resolution simulation (e.g., Rossby wave
teleconnection). As for the origin of the resolution sensitivity of the Asian Monsoon precipitation in this
study, test simulations of VRAsia with coarse-resolution topography (using a less expensive 38 refinement
from 240 to 30 km grid, not shown) suggest that most of the changes come from the resolution sensitivity
of the physics parameterizations rather than the more finely resolved topography and other land surface
characteristics. Therefore, proper scale-awareness of the moist parameterizations seems crucial for local
improvement in the Asian Monsoon and the associated consistent, desirable upscale effects.

No conclusion can be drawn from the result of this study (section 3.3) on the consistency of the upscale
effect associated with the poleward shift of the baroclinically unstable region around South America, the
origin of which is traced back to the enhanced condensational heating in the tropics via expanded upper
level divergent circulations. The baroclinic instability across the whole Southern Hemisphere extratropics in
UR30 is weakened compared to UR120 as a result of changes in cloud fraction and its impact on radiative
heating, which are artifacts of resolution sensitivity. The signal from this radiative heating is so dominant
that the effects of other regional forcings in the VR simulations cannot be detected. However, it is important
to confirm the consistency of this pathway of upscale effect because the resolution sensitivity of synoptic
wave disturbances and westerly jet can affect the advection of scalars, such as aerosols [Ma et al., 2014] and
water vapor along atmospheric rivers [Hagos et al., 2015]. The implication is that VR simulations may poten-
tially improve modeling of extreme hydrological events and aerosol effects through the local impacts of res-
olution on wave activity or remote impacts through changes in wave propagations. It is also possible that
the poleward shift of the jet is contributed from the resolution dependence of the propagation and dissipa-
tion of wave activity [Lu et al., 2015], not only from the poleward shift of its source as shown in our compari-
son between UR120 and the VR simulations. The former attribution is yet to be investigated because the
diagnosis method used in Lu et al. [2015] is based on a zonal mean budget and thus not directly applicable
to a zonally nonuniform grid refinement. Future work using a recently developed framework of local wave
activity [Huang and Nakamura, 2016] and models with more physical resolution sensitivity of cloud fraction
over Antarctica may further elucidate the dynamical linkages between the midlatitude wave activity and
upscale effect on the jet.

5. Conclusions

A previous study [Sakaguchi et al., 2015] evaluated the VR simulations of the MPAS-A dynamical core cou-
pled to the CAM4 physics parameterizations and identified changes in the large-scale circulations, the so-
called upscale effects, both locally in and remotely away from the region of refinement. The strongest
upscale effect was detected in the Southern Hemisphere jets during the austral winter (June-July-August).
This study presents a more detailed diagnosis to identify the physical and dynamical processes behind the
particular upscale effect on the Southern Hemisphere jet.

In three VR simulations with regional refinements over North America, South America, and Asia, we find
links between the westerly jet in the Southern Hemisphere and the increased precipitation inside the high-
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resolution regions and/or transition zones, particularly in regions dominated by convective precipitation
such as the ITCZ and the Asian monsoon region. One pathway for the upscale effects can be the divergent
circulation from the tropics, for instance the local Hadley cell, which is meridionally expanded by the stron-
ger heating in the high-resolution region over the tropics. As the descending branch of the Hadley cell is
shifted poleward, so are the regions of strong baroclinic instability and the momentum flux convergence
associated with the baroclinic Rossby waves. Another pathway found in this study is stationary Rossby
waves propagating across the equator from the Northern Hemisphere. In particular, the upscale effect
through the enhanced stationary Rossby waves from the Asian Monsoon region is generally consistent with
the simulation using the quasi-uniform high-resolution grid (UR30). The implication is that if one can
improve model precipitation in the Asian Monsoon by increasing resolution, then MPAS-VR is able to
improve not only the simulation inside the high-resolution domain locally, but also to upscale the local gain
in skill to the Southern Hemisphere and produce a desirable impact on the large-scale circulations. This
result emphasizes the importance for similar analyses to be performed with other global VR frameworks to
facilitate interpretations of modeling experiments using the VR modeling approach.
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